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One of the greatest achievements of High Renaissance painting is a small room in the
Vatican, known as the Stanza della Segnatura, whose walls and ceiling are covered with
frescoes by Raphael. Although the room’s name refers to the fact that the Pope at one point
used the room for signing decrees, scholars now agree that Pope Julius II intended to use the
room as his personal library when he commissioned Raphael to paint it in 1508.1 Julius wanted
each wall to have a fresco symbolizing one of the four divisions of knowledge (Poetry,
Philosophy, Law, and Theology), with Julius’ books on that field arranged below the painting.
An advisor, who may have been the pope’s librarian, Tommaso Inghirami, probably worked
with Raphael and Pope Julius to create the details of this program.2
In Raphael’s series of frescoes, each wall consists of a single scene of an imaginary
gathering of luminaries from each respective branch of knowledge. Thus, Parnassus (Figure 1),
representing Poetry, depicts Apollo (the god of poetry), the Muses, and some Greek poets. On
the adjoining wall, the School of Athens (Figure 2), representing Philosophy, has dozens of
Greek philosophers conversing in a magnificent hall. Across from Parnassus, Jurisprudence
(Figure 3) contains a series of allegorical figures, as well as scenes representing the giving of the
civil and canon laws. On the final wall, facing the School of Athens, the Disputa (Figure 4), for
Theology, shows theologians, saints, and even God himself expounding the meaning of the
Eucharist. On the ceiling (Figure 5), small allegorical and biblical scenes (Figures 6, 7, and 8)
summarize and link the four fields of knowledge. What makes the Stanza a stellar example of
High Renaissance art, however, is not the subject matter but Raphael’s treatment of it. This
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paper will examine his innovative and masterful composition of these frescoes and then trace
the overarching content and meaning created by the totality of the images in the Stanza.
Pope Julius was far from being the first patron to order a library decorated with images
of historical and allegorical characters. “The tradition from which the program descends is that
of the ‘Famous Men’ (Uomini Famosi) or the heroes of antiquity, frequently… chosen to
decorate libraries.”3 Raphael would certainly have been aware of libraries, such as that of the
Collegio del Cambio in Perugia (Figures 9 and 10), painted by his teacher Perugino,4 and that of
Federigo da Montefeltro, duke of Urbino, with which Raphael’s father assisted,5 with frescoes
following this program. However, in these works, such as Perugino’s painting of Fortitude,
Temperance, and Six Ancient Heroes, the figures “do not engage in any action or interact with
each other,”6 but rather stand rather listlessly in a row, backed by a simple landscape.
“Decorations such as these approximate what the pope was probably expecting to see
on his walls, for nothing yet executed or even conceived anticipated Raphael’s invention…
Whoever devised the program, the genius of Raphael was that he… transformed the static and
isolated images of the Famous Men into a series of dramatic events in which the actors are
presented in dialogue with each other.”7 He clearly did not think “of the wall as a surface to be
covered,” but instead as a place to convey a message through his theatrical compositions.8 His
portrait‐like depictions of historical individuals show great variety and psychological depth,9
and he takes “care to have the protagonists act out their mental activity, thus allowing for the
soul of each… to display itself.”10 Just as Raphael transformed the Madonna and Child painting
from a static icon to a psychologically engaging, naturalistic image, his Stanza della Segnatura
reinvented its genre on an infinitely higher plane.
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Raphael’s design concept also shows concern for the individual viewer. The work is a
secular parallel to the sacra conversazione, and it invites the viewer, reading in the library, to
join in the conversation. “Unlike Perugino’s and other earlier representations, these Famous
Men are not all labeled; Raphael has left an opening for viewers to enter with their imagination
[and] identify some of the figures for themselves.”11 Furthermore, the Stanza was “designed to
be experienced as a whole—a Renaissance installation, if you will.”12 Although modern tourists
often view the paintings individually, “seeing what art books and slide lectures have taught us
to see: separate pictures,” contemporary visitors to the Stanza “‘visited’ an iconographical
program” which formed an integrated whole.13
One of their most interesting features of Raphael’s compositions in the Stanza is how
individual figures contribute to the overall unity of the room. For example, grisaille images of
Apollo and Athena fill niches in the architectural background of the School of Athens. Apollo,
god of poetry, is on the left side of the painting, the side bordering Parnassus, while Athena,
goddess of justice, is on the right, next to Jurisprudence.14 Similarly, in Jurisprudence, Pope
Gregory receives the canon law on the side of the wall adjacent to the sacred Disputa (Figure
11), while Emperor Justinian receives the civil law on the side adjoining the secular School of
Athens.15
The figures on the ceiling also, through their gestures, relate to each other and to the
larger paintings below them. For example, Adam in the Fall of Adam and Eve scene gestures
towards the allegorical figure of Theology, who in turn points downward, towards the
Disputa,16 as if showing Adam Christ’s sacrifice as the answer for his sin (Figure 12). The
allegorical figure of Poetry holds an inscription taken from the Aeneid by Virgil, who is one of
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the poets depicted below in the Parnassus.17 On the opposite half of the ceiling, Justice holds a
quote from the legal code of Justinian, which is celebrated below her in Jurisprudence.18
Except for Jurisprudence, which is irregular in shape due to a door in its wall, all the
frescoes are carefully organized around a central group of figures. Raphael carefully draws
attention to this focal point through his manipulation of the pictorial space. For example, the
Doctors of the Church in the Disputa are elevated slightly above the crowd on a platform to
which the flow of figures leads,19 and Apollo in the Parnassus is framed by some tree trunks to
keep him from getting “lost among the Muses.”20 Raphael also used manipulated perspective
by placing the vanishing point of the School of Athens behind Plato and Aristotle21 (Figure 13)
and that of the Disputa behind the Host, which is literally at the center of the discussion.22 He
further emphasized the central figures of the picture with repeated geometric shapes, such as
the concentric arches surrounding Plato and Aristotle like a halo.23 In the Parnassus, Apollo and
the Muses immediately flanking him form a triangle,24 nested inside a larger triangle extending
to the seated poets in the lower corners of the painting.25 These devices recall Leonardo da
Vinci’s use of architecture and space to highlight Christ in his Last Supper (Figure 14).26
The central figures in the Disputa, the Parnassus, and the School of Athens are
surrounded by a crowd of supporting figures, carefully arranged to lead the viewer’s eye
through the picture. In each picture, the crowd consists of two generally symmetrical wings
divided into various clusters and groups.27 In the Disputa, the whole scene is framed by two
men in yellow and blue, each of whom points out the altar to another man leaning over a
balustrade.28 Thus, the viewer’s eye runs from the young man at the left to the standing figures
at the right, who in turn reverse the direction of movement by facing back towards the altar.29
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The man next to the altar pointing upward directs the eye towards the heavenly figures.30 In
the Parnassus, the “figures that seem to break the pictorial surface” in each corner lead the
viewer into the scene, across the hill, and back out.31 In sum, Raphael’s great compositional
achievement in these frescoes was how “each detail has been designed with its effect on the
whole kept clearly in view… [I]t was something unprecedented to have painted a fresco of such
size with so much depth, such variety of attitudes, so lucidly developed and so rhythmically
articulated.”32
Not only are Raphael’s compositional techniques superior, but the content of the overall
program is meaningful and eloquent. It is essential to grasp some of the themes of this
message in order to appreciate fully Raphael’s accomplishment in the Stanza della Segnatura. A
detail that perhaps embodies one of the major strands of content is the diagram of musical
harmones held by the figure of Pythagoras in the lower left part of the School of Athens (Figure
15).33 The early art historian Giorgio Vasari seems to have been mistaken when he identified
Pythagoras as the Evangelist Matthew, but he was substantially correct when he summarized
the subject of the School of Athens as “the theologians reconciling philosophy and astrology
with theology.”34 In the Stanza, Raphael is interested in depicting philosophical harmonies “to
convey the unity of the world of knowledge,” encompassing law, poetry, philosophy, and
theology.35 Thus, “the various disciplines, particularly philosophy and theology, are…
complementary intellectual endeavors” which “can be brought into harmony with each other”
through rational inquiry and discussion.36
Numerous examples of this process of harmonization appear throughout the Stanza.
Perhaps the best example of this is the case of Plato and Aristotle, who were known for having
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contrasting philosophical approaches. There had been sharp debate among scholars in the
fifteenth century about which of the two was correct, but by Raphael’s time the idea had
emerged that the two systems balanced each other, with Plato’s being superior regarding the
spiritual world and Aristotle’s, regarding the natural world.37 “There is no precedent in Italian
art for the representation of Plato and Aristotle as physically and intellectually balanced,”38 but
that is exactly what Raphael has created in the School of Athens: although the two sages
gesture in opposite directions, they stride forward in unison.
The overall layout of the School of Athens reflects a balance between Plato and his
followers on the left and Aristotle and his followers on the right, as well as between Pythagoras
(representing ideal mathematics) and Euclid (representing practical mathematics) and their
respective diagrams. Since philosophical traditions are independent, “no one figure prevails
over the other” in the composition.39 The man in white behind Pythagoras, one of the few
figures in the picture who looks at the viewer, “is not a disciple of one group or another.
Rather, in gliding from one to another and connecting the groups, he proposes their unity.”40
He appears to be the same person as the young man who points to Christian truth in the
Disputa.41 He may in fact be a portrait of the humanist Pico della Mirandola, who believed that
all philosophies were reflections of an ultimate truth which synthesized them all.42
Raphael has also taken advantage of geometric shapes—the circle, the square, and the
octagon—to convey the message of harmony. On the ceiling, round allegorical paintings
alternating with rectangular historical paintings form an octagonal pattern around an octagon
containing the papal arms, with eight tiny images in between them.43 On the patterned tile
floor, nested circles of various sizes form squares and sets of four (Figure 11).44 In addition,
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each wall is in the shape of a rectangle topped by a semicircle. In Renaissance art, the circle
symbolized the spiritual world; the square, the natural world; and the octagon, a blending of
the two. In the context of this room, the four‐sided square also recalls the four disciplines of
knowledge, and the octagon suggests the octave, the foundation for all musical harmonies, as
on Pythagoras’ slate.45 With his profusion of circles, squares, and octagons, Raphael furthers
his argument that spiritual and natural wisdom are in harmony with each other.
Elsewhere in the Stanza, “both Justinian and Gregory are framed by apses”46 in
Jurisprudence as they receive the sacred and secular laws in compatible architectural spaces
sharing a vanishing point.47 Both laws are subject to supreme natural law, symbolized by the
allegorical figures at the top of the picture.48 In Parnassus, the poets Sappho (seated at the
lower left) and Pindar (a possible identification for the seated figure at the lower right) contrast
and balance each other in their poetic style as they are both inspired by Apollo.49 Raphael even
suggested that this philosophical inclusivism might apply to non‐European thought by including
a man in a Turkish turban in the School of Athens (Figure 15).50 Some have identified this figure
as Averröes, but he may represent Islamic philosophy as a whole.
Despite this emphasis, Raphael’s message was not merely pluralistic; he maintained that
Christian revelation was superior to and the fulfillment of pagan wisdom. This becomes clear
from a comparison of the School of Athens and the Disputa, which face each other and balance
each other in scale.51 The figures in the School of Athens, especially Plato and Aristotle, feel as
if they are advancing toward the viewer, while those in the Disputa appear to moving away
from the viewer towards the altar.52 Thus, a visitor to the Stanza “could believe himself a living
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component in the movement of history out of pagan antiquity, through the present, and into
the eternity of Christ.”53
In the Disputa, “the hemispherical arrangement of figures suggests an apse, as the view
down the barrel vault of the School of Athens suggests a nave. In the earthbound architecture
of the nave are the Greek philosophers; in the invisible, otherworldly architecture of the apse
are saints.”54 Thus, the philosophers, like unconverted visitors to early Christian basilicas, enter
the church but cannot approach the altar. The geometry of the room may also recall the
octagonal baptisteries built to bring such people into the faith. The point is that “in the physical
and moral space of the stanza [the philosophers] ‘stand behind’ the Renaissance Christian, who
entering, found himself ‘in front of’ them,”55 with a fuller view of Christ’s incarnation and
revelation.
Raphael’s handling of perspective and architectural space in the two frescoes also
expresses Christianity’s fulfillment of Classical learning. In the School of Athens, Plato points
upward into the round, empty vault of the building. In the Disputa, the round halo of Christ
occupies the corresponding space in the picture, implying that ultimate truth, which the
philosophers pointed to but could not see, is in Christ. Raphael also suggests the differences
between the Classical and Christian ways of depicting truth in art by making Christ’s halo flat
and immaterial, while the vault is naturalistic and three‐dimensional.56 In the Disputa, the
Trinity (the ultimate harmony among complementary persons) is fully revealed; in the School of
Athens, it is only hinted at by the three barrel vaults and the tripartite window over Plato and
Aristotle’s heads.57
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As if this were not enough, Raphael has also “embodied the all‐important distinction
between ancient philosophy’s prefiguration of the Trinity and theology’s realization of the
Trinity… by manipulating perspective.”58 As mentioned above, the Eucharistic Host is located
exactly at the vanishing point in the Disputa. “The vanishing point of the School of Athens, by
contrast, has been deliberately obscured among the robes and books of Plato and Aristotle.”59
Thus, secular philosophy, poetry, and law contain an obscure reflection of truth and can be
synthesized with Christian theology, but the definitive revelation of truth comes through Christ.
Such a theme was supremely appropriate for the library of a patron who, as Pope, would be
extremely interested in the universality of Christian truth.
In conclusion, Raphael’s genius in painting the Stanza della Segnatura lies in how,
through his innovative and thoughtful arrangement of images, he portrayed human learning as
a fundamental unity, ultimately centered in Christianity. His harmonious compositions and
beautiful rendering make the Stanza “not only a symbolic triumph… but also an aesthetic
triumph.”60 Thanks to Raphael’s imagination and skill, Pope Julius could now claim supremacy
not only over official church doctrine but also over the entire intellectual world of antiquity.
However, having captured and interwoven both Classical and Christian thought in his art,
Raphael himself could also claim to be master of this integrated universe of knowledge.
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Figure 1. Raphael, Parnassus, 1510‐1511, Stanza della Segnatura, Vatican Palace, Vatican
City, ARTSTOR, accessed March 21, 2010.
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Figure 2. Raphael, School of Athens, c. 1510‐1512, Stanza della Segnatura, Vatican Palace,
Vatican City, ARTSTOR, accessed March 21, 2010.
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Figure 3. Raphael, Jurisprudence, 1511, Stanza della Segnatura, Vatican Palace, Vatican City,
ARTSTOR, accessed March 21, 2010.
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Figure 4. Raphael, Disputa, 1509, Stanza della Segnatura, Vatican Palace, Vatican City,
ARTSTOR, accessed March 21, 2010.
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Top Left: Figure 5. Raphael,
Stanza della Segnatura: general
view of Disputa and ceiling, 1509‐
1511, Vatican Palace, Vatican City,
ARTSTOR, accessed March 21,
2010.
Bottom Left: Figure 6. Raphael,
Judgment of Solomon, 1508‐1512,
Stanza della Segnatura, Vatican
Palace, Vatican City, ARTSTOR,
accessed March 21, 2010.
Bottom Middle: Figure 7. Raphael,
Apollo and Marsyas, 1508‐1512,
Stanza della Segnatura, Vatican
Palace, Vatican City, ARTSTOR,
accessed March 21, 2010.
Bottom Right: Figure 8. Raphael,
Astronomy, c. 1508‐1511, Stanza
della Segnatura, Vatican Palace,
Vatican City, ARTSTOR, accessed
March 21, 2010.
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Top: Figure 9.
Perugino, Fortitude,
Temperance, and Six
Ancient Heroes, 1496‐
1500, Audience
Chamber, Collegio del
Cambio, Perugia,
Italy, ARTSTOR,
accessed April 14,
2010.

Bottom: Figure 10. Perugino, God the Father with Prophets and Sibyls: detail of Prophets
and Sibyls, 1496‐1500, Audience Chamber, Collegio del Cambio, Perugia, Italy, ARTSTOR,
accessed April 14, 2010.
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Figure 11. Raphael, Stanza della Segnatura: detail of Jurisprudence, Disputa, and floor tiles,
1509‐1511, Vatican Palace, Vatican City, ARTSTOR, accessed April 25, 2010.
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Figure 12.
Raphael, Stanza
della Segnatura:
detail of Disputa
and ceiling,
1509‐1511,
Vatican Palace,
Vatican City,
ARTSTOR,
accessed April
25, 2010.

Figure 13.
Raphael, School
of Athens: detail
of Plato and
Aristotle, c.
1510‐1512,
Stanza della
Segnatura,
Vatican Palace,
Vatican City,
ARTSTOR,
accessed April
25, 2010.
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Figure 14.
Leonardo da
Vinci, Last
Supper, 1495‐
98, Santa Maria
delle Grazie,
Milan, Italy,
ARTSTOR,
accessed April
25, 2010.
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Figure 15.
Raphael, School
of Athens:
detail of
Pythagoras, c.
1510‐1512,
Stanza della
Segnatura,
Vatican Palace,
Vatican City,
ARTSTOR,
accessed April
25, 2010.

